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Cisco Customer Experience Offers
Cisco Hybrid Solution for Kubernetes on AWS

Take your hybrid cloud to the next level

Benefits

The multicloud world is rich with opportunities to accelerate innovation—new application
development tools in the public cloud, new solutions to evolve your on-premises infrastructure to
adopt microservices, and containerization with Kubernetes. And moving faster without risk is the
new norm.

• Get quickly up and running
with the Cisco Hybrid Solution
for Kubernetes on AWS through
configuration and setup of
all the core components,
on-premises and in AWS.

But the multicloud world brings with it complexity.
What might seem straightforward when working in a single environment can become complicated
with more. More tools to manage, more risk, less time, less choice.
With Cisco® Hybrid Solution for Kubernetes on AWS, you can keep things simple with one
integrated solution, supported by Cisco across all components. It combines Cisco, AWS, and
open-source technologies to enable a simple, integrated way to manage Kubernetes-based
infrastructure and applications’ lifecycle across on-premises and AWS.
And this is just the beginning. With Cisco Customer Experience (formerly known as Cisco
Services), we can simplify your hybrid and multicloud strategy even further and ultimately, help you
thrive in it.
Cisco Customer Experience offers are proven to help customers with more efficient deployments,
lower unplanned downtime and solve problems faster. And with strengths in next-generation tools
and methods, customer service, global presence, and our innovation capability for multicloud
strategy, IDC rates Cisco a major player, ranking Cisco number three among 17 of today’s top
cloud professional services vendors worldwide.* Looking for support in implementing, adopting,
and optimizing this solution? Cisco Customer Experience can take your hybrid cloud solution to
the next level.
*IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Cloud Professional Services 2018 Vendor Assessment, April 2018.
© 2018 Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

• Make the most out of
your implementation with a
pre-deployment checklist,
test plan, and knowledgetransfer sessions to support
your specific use case.
• Mitigate risk with support
when you need it throughout
the lifecycle of your applications
and infrastructure with access
to custom services, including
Cloud Advisory, Cloud Strategy,
and Assessment Services as
well as 24-hour daily support.
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Custom Services portfolio
• Cloud Advisory Services - We provide
strategy alignment and help develop a detailed
cloud roadmap tied to key business priorities.
• Cisco Application Onboarding Assessment
Service - We help assess your current
application landscape and create a migration
plan and refactoring strategy to move
applications into the hybrid cloud solution.
• Cisco Business Critical Services
for Cloud - We help customers improve
efficiency, drive agility, and accelerate cloud
transformation. Our experts provide analysis,
recommendations, and remediation to make
sure your cloud and hybrid IT solutions deliver
the greatest business value.
• Cisco Solution Support - We provide 24-hour
daily assistance and help you maintain solution
reliability and performance through centralized
support from expert engineers who manage
your case from first call to resolution.
• Cisco Managed Services - We help you
optimize and manage your IT environment
while minimizing disruption as you adopt your
Hybrid Solution for Kubernetes on AWS.
• Cisco Learning Services - We provide virtual
and hands-on technical training to equip your
IT team with the skills and knowledge required
to migrate and manage hybrid cloud solutions.
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We can:
- Help you accelerate implementation and adoption of Kubernetes-based hybrid cloud solutions.
- Provide 24-hour daily support, management, optimization, and risk mitigation.
- Help you develop, deploy, connect, manage, and secure your cloud applications and workloads
quickly and efficiently across multicloud environments.

New Cisco Advise and Implement Quick Start Service for
Cisco Hybrid Solution for Kubernetes on AWS
Accelerate hybrid cloud adoption with Cisco Customer Experience
New! Cisco Advise and Implement Quick Start Service: Base offer +1 of 3 options

Base offer

Options

Cisco CloudCenter

Deploy application in AWS

Configuration on-premises and in AWS

Setup application infrastructure in AWS EKS
leveraging the IAM authentication

Cisco CSR1000v

Setup of networking and VPN connectivity

Deploy application on-premises

Cisco HyperFlex or UCS

Setup application infrastructure on-premises
consuming AWS services

Setup on-premises compute infrastructure

Cisco Container Platform

Configuration of IAM authentication with VPC
and ECR, deployment of Kubernetes clusters
on-premises and in AWS EKS, setup of
monitoring and logging

Hybrid CI/CD workflow (on-premises/AWS)
Configuration of Gitlab repository, Artifactory,
Jenkins integration with CloudCenter

Cisco custom services
Advisory

Implementation

Optimization

Training

Support

Managed
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Get started
Read more about Cisco’s portfolio of Cloud
Professional Services and Cisco Customer
Experience Offers.
Learn more about the Cisco Hybrid Solution for
Kubernetes on AWS.

The Cisco Quick Start Service includes setup and configuration of the following solution components:
• Cisco CloudCenter™ - on-premises and AWS.
• Cisco Cloud Service Router 1000V Series - networking and VPN connectivity.
• Cisco HyperFlex™ or Cisco UCS® - setup of on-premises compute infrastructure.
•	
Cisco Container Platform - configuration of Identity-and-Access-Management (IAM)
authentication with AWS Virtual Private Could (VPC) and AWS Elastic Container Registry (ECR),
deployment of Kubernetes clusters on-premises and in AWS Elastic Container Service for
Kubernetes (EKS), setup of monitoring and logging.
Additional support, based on your selected option application deployment:
• Deployment of application in AWS - infrastructure setup in AWS EKS, leveraging IAM authentication.
• Deployment of application on-premises - infrastructure setup on-premises, consuming
AWS services.
• Hybrid Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) workflow
(on-premises and AWS) - configuration of GitLab repository, Artifactory, and Jenkins integration with
Cisco CloudCenter.
And with Cisco custom services, you can access a lifecycle of services along with selected use cases
that can help you accelerate application development, deployment, and portability between any public
and private cloud environment.
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